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1. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During the seventies and eighties, transnational corporations have continued their expan

sionary trend, which started mainly in the interbellum. This increasing transnationalisa

tion of production is also reflected in the growth in world trade that outperforms the 

growth in world production. Mainly since 1985 however, cross-border capital flows have 

overtaken both. According to the UNCTC, foreign direct investment experienced an aver

age annual growth of almost 35% between 1985 and 1990 to reach$ 225 billion outflow in 

1990. In the same period growth in gross domestic product averaged 12% worldwide and 

in world exports 13%. Most of these investment flows are retained in the industrialized 

world, which absorbed 75% from 1980-84 and more than 80% after 1985. The biggest inter

regional flow was between the EC and North America. But although the US and the UK 

are and remain the most important source countries, the US has become a net capital 

importer throughout the eighties, as was the UK in 1990 and 1991, while Germany and 

Japan have become more important source countries of direct investment flows. 

Within these major flows, Belgium is not an important source country, although 

within certain industries and relative to certain foreign markets, Belgian firms may 

account for a considerable flow in activities. This report studies the international activities 

of Belgian companies in the Indian market. In order to understand the hows and whys or 

why nots, the paper start with a general review of transnational corporations. This 

framework will be helpful to understand the position of Belgium as source country for 

transnationals, as detailed in section III, as well as the position of India as destination 

country, which can be found in section IV. After a sketch of India EC relations in sec

tion V, the international activities of Belgian companies in India are detailed in section V 

which presents the results of a survey conducted among Belgian transnationals. A final 

section concludes. 
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II. TRANSNATIONAL ENTERPRISES: A SKETCH 

With a growing empirical importance of direct investment and over two decades of 

accumulated literature on the subject, it is no longer possible to argue that the study of the 

MNE is in its infancy. In order to grasp the recent trends in size, source and destinations 

of FDI flows, a clear understanding of the motives and problems of MNEs is warranted. 

This section is primarily devoted to a brief sketch of the decision to invest abroad and its 

implications on home and host economies. 

1. A Characterization of MNEs 

A multinational enterprise is defined as 

"an enterprise comprising entities in two or more countries, regardless of the legal 
form and fields of activity of those entities, which operates under a system of 
decision-making, permitting coherent policies and a common strategy through one 
or more decision-making centers in which the entities are so linked by ownership 
or otherwise, that one or more of them may be able to exercise a significant 
influence over the activities of the others, and in particular, to share knowledge, 
resources and responsibilities with others" (United Nations (1983)) 

Notice that this definition is broader than the usual definitions which describe the MNE as 

a firm being involved in a transfer or formation abroad of (all) necessary factors of produc

tion, where some element of control of their use is present (Caves (1982)). Following the 

U.N. definition, entry modes such as licensing and franchising could be considered as a 

low ownership I control variant of a multinational enterprise (Anderson and Gatignon 

(1986)). However, since they require the external market instead of intemalisation within 

the firm as mode of transfer, -which is not essential to have a MNE- they can be more 

readily characterized as service trade (Boddewyn e.a. (1983)). 

A MNE is fundamentally characterized by the possession of some intangible, pro

prietary asset (Hymer (1976)). This asset emerges out of a knowledge base, obtained from 

successful production or process innovations undertaken by the MNE, where knowledge 

must be broadly interpreted to include not only technological know how but also marke

ting and managerial know how. Out of the public good aspect of knowledge, once these 

intangible assets are acquired by the firm for one output, they can be deployed in other 
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applications : other supply markets (multinational operations), other products (diversifi

cation) or both <1> . The MNE, i.e. the firm that chooses to go international can exploit its 

proprietary assets through exports, foreign production and/ or contracting. The decisions 

such a firm faces can be stylized as follows : 

(i) decision to sell (licensing) or internalize the transfer of proprietary assets ; 

(ii) choice of markets supplied ; 

(iii) locational choice of functional activities ; 

(iv) mode of foreign entry; 

{v) organisational structure of the firm: control and coordination. 

Although each of these decisions are closely interconnected, they will be briefly discussed 

separately. Especially the choice of markets in which to produce and markets to sell- (ii) 

and (iii) -needs simultaneous consideration. 

(i) The Decision to License or Franchise 

Market imperfections are the basic incentive for a firm to internalize its proprietary assets. 

It is only if the market organisation poses transfer difficulties or bargaining costs that firms 

may prefer to internalize the transfer. Imperfect information creating moral hazard and 

adverse selection problems may limit the possibility to reach a license agreement when 

monitoring is costly. In addition, informational asymmetries giving rise to Arrows para

dox - the value of the information to the purchaser is not known until he has the informa

tion, but then he has in effect acquired it without cost - inherently accompanies market 

transfers of knowledge. As a result, the specific advantages obtained from the knowledge 

base present in the multinational company are very difficult to transfer to alternative acti

vities through market mechanisms. Multinational companies, building on their technolo

gical or marketing advantage may therefore prefer not to license or franchise to third par- . 

( 1) To complete the roster of international firms, one should also account for firms investing abroad in order to spread 
business risks (portfolio diversification). This type of international firm is however not catalogued as MNE according to 
the significant influence or control characteristic. 
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ties. They may nevertheless use a license or franchise system internally to structure intra

company transfers. 

(ii) The Choice of Markets Supplied 

In the choice of markets supplied, local demand conditions determining the magnitude of 

the host markets, constitute the relevant decision environment. Not only the actual and 

potential size of the market, but also price and income sensitivity as well as any demand 

complementarities between markets are relevant in shaping the demand for MNE pro

ducts or services. 

(iii) The Location Choice of Functional Activities 

Locational advantages, related to the availability, quality and cost of inputs for each func

tional activity, as well as transportation costs to the supply market are important parame

ters in the decision where to locate facilities. Typically availability I cost of plant sites, raw 

materials, energy, other intermediary inputs, workers and staff, investment and working 

capital are considered. At this stage, host country's governments can actively intervene to 

influence locational conditions through a.o. tax/ subsidy policies. 

The combination of the production location and the choice of the market supplied can lead 

to various outcomes : 

SIMPLE EXPORT export from one central location to all supply markets ; 

MULTIDOMESTIC local production and sales in the markets chosen; 

GLOBAL various facilities with various functional activities. 

The latter type of sourcing foreign investment, where subsidiaries are set up to manufac

ture goods that are entirely or mainly exported to the home or other countries is mainly 

aimed at obtaining lower-cost supplies of inputs by taking advantage of available low-cost 

inputs in host markets and exploiting scale economies at each functional level. Intense 

intra company export movements typically accompany this type of investment. By globa

lizing production, direct investment will herald greater expansion in international trade. 
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The decision whether to centralize total production - and export from this facility 

to the various supply markets- or disperse facilities across countries, turns to evaluating 

scale (dis)economies next to the set-up costs of new plants as well as any cost (dis)advan

tage obtained from operating on a larger scope. But also cost (dis)advantages of potential 

location candidates need to be considered to devise location strategies that minimize total 

costs of production and transport. 

Transportation costs, trade impediments such as tariffs, quota or other forms of 

government intervention, and demand characteristics that require location near the cus

tomer, limit the extent to which production and supply can be chosen separately and favor 

a multidomestic strategy. Japanese investment in automobile and electronic plants in 

Europe sidesteps EC import restrictions. Some functional activities, such as distribution 

and customer services, are more likely to be located near the customers, because of their 

intrinsic features. 

Given the dominance of cross-investments among industrial economies, market 

motivations dominate FDI flows. Services such as transport, retailing, financial and busi

ness services, which account for half of the FDI flows according to the UNCTC, require on 

the spot presence. Manufacturers want to strengthen customer contacts, while batch-pro

duction erodes the economies of scale that once encouraged exports. Cheap labour rarely 

motivates FDI between high-income economies, although differences in taxation, regula

tion, communications and labour skills do (Veugelers (1991)). Investments in LOCs offer a 

labour-cost advantage despite lower productivity, higher transport costs and tariff dis

advantages, but accounts for only 20% of total FDI, according to the UNCTC. The most 

important flows here are FDI by Japan in South-East Asia and by the US in Latin America. 

The emphasis has shifted from energy and raw materials to low-cost manufacturing and 

services. These same considerations are attracting EC companies east. 

(iv) Foreign Entry Mode 

Oosely connected with and possibly influencing the location choice is the choice of the 

mode of entry, where the MNE can choose between acquisition of an existing firm, for-
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ming a joint venture with a local firm or de novo entry through setting up a new plant. 

The net advantage of buying an existing firm, besides the saving of start-up time, depends 

on the difference between the price of the equity shares and the value to the MNE of the 

acquired firm. The stock value of the shares will normally have capitalized the (future) 

rents of the going firms, but also the number of potential sellers influences the price: the 

more going concerns that are available to be bought, the better the price the acquiring 

MNE can secure. For this price, the MNE receives the stock of (sometimes) valuable infor

mation the going firm already possesses such as knowledge of local market conditions. 

Greenfield entry avoids the capitalisation of rents by the stock market, but it 

implies the set-up cost of a new facility. Greenfield entry further adds new capacity to the 

market, which might stir up competition and reduce profitability if the market is not gro

wing fast enough. 

Besides restrictive host countries' policies, entry through joint ventures may be dri

ven by complementary capabilities shared by both parties, the local firm and the MNE, at 

least to the extent that transaction costs would arise if these capabilities were transferred 

through the market mechanism. Organisational costs accompanying the management of a 

joint venture could serious limit the effectiveness of this mode. 

(v) Organisational Structure 

In order to control and coordinate subsidiary activities, a sufficient ownership position is 

required, which in turn requires a higher degree of asset commitment. The optimal trade

off between control and the cost of resource commitment rests crucially on the evaluation 

of the transaction specific content of the MNE's assets. Products and processes which have 

a high proprietary character, products that are not yet clearly structured or matured, pro

ducts which require a high degree of customization or encounter a high degree of unpre

dictability of the firm's environment are all likely to require a higher degree of control 

(Anderson and Gatignon (1986)). 

Control can be exercised on various levels of subsidiary activities to a varying 

degree, where the cost of control needs to be balanced against the competency of various 
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levels in the decision process and incentive problems. Typically, subsidiaries have an 

important autonomy over activities such as marketing, personnel and purchasing policy, 

whereas decisions which affect the parent company more substantially, such as invest

ment, introduction and development of new products, are taken by the parent company, 

in consultation with local management. 

The choice the MNE has to make regarding her organisational form depends cru

cially on the optimal degree of control and coordination required. The choice between a 

functional structure versus a multidivisional structure or an international division struc

ture over more complex matrix forms to a more loose holding structure rests crucially on 

the principle that those activities are gathered in one division that require extensive coor

dination and communication, while keeping separate those activities not needing a costly 

continuous control coordination. Elements such as the size of its foreign business, the state 

of information technology and the separability or complementarity between divisions 

drive its organisational choice. The organisational choice is especially important for those 

companies that have a high degree of functional dispersion, such as MNEs with a global 

strategy, since failure to coordinate will have more drastic effects on total firm's perfor

mance. 

2. The Competitive Environment of the MNE 

The previous section abstracts from the competitive environment in which the MNE ope

rates at home or abroad. This competitive environment is typically oligopolistic in nature, 

since the determinants giving rise to FDI are also likely to lead to an oligopolistic market 

structure. Industries which are oligopolistically structured are therefore more likely to be 

populated by MNEs (Vanden Houte and Veugelers (1989)). 

Strategic interactions among rival MNEs prevailing in oligopolies, influence the 

firms's decision to operate internationally. A MNE can use its international expansion 

strategically to force its rival to engage in multinational production as well. Examples of 

this strategy are the empirically documented band-wagon or follow-the-leader effect as 
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first described by Knickerbrocker (1973), firms decide to go abroad, imitating the FDI deci

sion of its rival firm as a defensive strategy against possible first-mover advantages or 

export losses which could hurt the firm's overall position. Reciprocal foreign entry is 

another example where firms respond to entry by a foreign firm in their home market 

through entering the home market of their rival, thus establishing a mutual foothold in 

each other's markets. But a MNE can also restrict the international expansion of rival firm, 

strategically deterring entry in local markets through first mover positions (V eugelers 

(1992)). 

3. Impact of MNE on Host and Home Economies 

MNEs affect a wide range of economic, social and political objectives of host as well as 

home economies. Economic benefits relate mainly to balance of payment effects, and 

effects on employment and (growth of) GDP. The political concerns about MNEs center 

around the possibilities that they might be used as foreign policy instrument of home or 

host governments or that they avoid the control of any government. 

The balance of payment is affected by MNE actions through their impact on the in

and outflow of capital and goods or services. For the HOST ECONOMIES, the initial invest

ment implies a capital inflow, whereas the later remitted earnings will imply a capital out

flow. Exports may be stimulated by FDI to the extent that the subsidiary is used as an 

export platform within a global strategy. Imports into the host market may decrease if the 

direct investment is replacing an initial export strategy. On the other hand, imports may 

increase as a consequence of FDI to the extent that intermediary inputs may need to be 

imported from other (tm)affiliated companies. In addition intra-company imports may 

exist of finished products that complements each affiliate's spectrum of the company's 

total product line. In sum, the initial impact on the host cormtry's balance of payment is 

likely to be positive, where later on these positive effects may diminish in size. 
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For the HOME ECONOMIES an opposite result holds. Initially, the investment will 

constitute a capital outflow and will reduce the balance of trade when this investment 

replaces previous exports. If eventually the goods produced in the foreign markets return 

to the home markets, imports will rise. These negative effects on the balance of payments 

may soften later on, when remitted earnings will provide capital inflows and when exports 

may increase, not only of components goods or other related goods from the parent com

panies but also from unaffiliated companies in the home market. 

In addition, the balance of payment may be affected indirectly through the impact 

of the MNE on host and home countries' GOP. Growth and employment effects in the 

host and home country are not necessarily zero-sum games. For the HOST ECONOMY, there 

may be no growth or employment effect if foreign production perfectly substitutes local 

production. However, if MNEs enjoy cost efficiendes relative to local companies- which 

they typically do d. scope economies- or when they can use un(der)employed local 

resources there will be a positive impact on employment and production. In addition local 

companies may benefit from the presence of MNEs through technological enhancements 

which upgrade resource qualities. As such, less developed economies are more likely to 

witness positive benefits from the presence of multinational companies. 

The HOME ECONOMY may loose what the host government gains if production at 

home -and export- would be a perfect substitute for foreign production. However the 

home economy may gain employment and growth when foreign production increases pro

duction in the parent company - or other unaffiliated companies - , when exports of com

ponents or related goods increase or simply because of an increased competitive position 

in the international arena. In addition, additional management for headquarter functions 

may need to be hired. 
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4. Host Government Intervention 

Government regulation and intervention have long been considered as particularly signifi

cant for the operations of a multinational firm and pervasive enough to modify the set of 

options available to the finn. As the control over trade policy, the regulation of foreign 

direct investment has been a long-established government prerogative in almost all coun

tries. Government's interest in regulating MNEs stems from the economic gains as des

cribed supra, but also adjustment issues which they provoke together with international 

interdependence issues; Governments have developed and implemented a wide array of 

polides and actions to benefit as much as possible from investment flows. These actions 

can affect the MNE 

financially 

aperationally 

generally 

e.g. profit repatriation limits ; 

e.g. local value-added minimum ; 

e.g. ownership limits, nature of business. 

The intensity of these interventions ranges from drastic expropriation to more subtle 

actions such as discrimination in government sales and purchases. 

Whereas some forms of government intervention, such as financial support or 

trade protection is often actively sought by international firms, and despite the strong 

competition among host countries to attract foreign investment, government intervention 

most of the time is globally viewed to be an impediment to international firms. 

The impact of the intervention of any host country's government on the location 

dedsion of MNEs is crudally dependent on the kind of actions taken by other host govern

ments. The competition among countries to attract foreign direct investment generally 

leads to a counterproductive bidding up, where no extra investment for the host countries 

in general is attracted. 
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III. INTERNATIONAL ORIENTATION OF BELGIAN ENTERPRISES 

The Belgian economy characterized by its open and central location within the EC has 

traditionally attracted a considerable share of foreign investment, taken into account the 

small size of the economy. Other favorable location conditions are the availability of a 

relatively well qualified labour force, together with the availability of infrastructure and 

transport facilities. In 1990 about half of total industrial production is accounted for by 

affiliates of foreign companies. 

The same small size of the economy, making it difficult for local producers to deve

lop a comparative advantage in specialized consumer and producer goods (Dreze (1960)), 

may however also account for the modest outflows of foreign direct investment. With the 

exception of the last two, these are all standardized or semi-finished products, for which 

the small scale of the Belgian market can easily be overcome by exports. About 4% of 

industrial companies can be classified as multinational, i.e. having foreign operations 

(=foreign subsidiary), accounting for 6% of industrial production in Belgium (Source: 

!neap). No data are available for the service sector. The average size of these Belgian 

multinationals is 2.065 billion BEF. An average Belgian company is only 37.3% of the size 

of these Belgian Multinationals. However, in comparison with foreign affiliates operating 

in Belgium, the Belgian multinationals are smaller in size: their size is only 80.6% of 

foreign affiliates. The international orientation of these Belgian multinationals is again 

rather modest. About half of the BMNEs have only 1 subsidiary abroad, whereas only 

2.2% have more than 50 subsidiaries. In addition, more than 60% of the subsidiaries of 

Belgian MNEs are situated within the EC, a number that is even more pronounced for the 

small BMNEs. Within the EC, neighbouring countries such as especially France and also 

the Netherlands attract the majority of Belgian affiliates. 

This modest national and international presence of Belgian MNEs, is not to say that 

Belgian companies are not internationally oriented. Other forms of foreign business are 

more developed within Belgian companies. Most of the Belgian companies export the 
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majority of their production. Also other forms such as joint ventures, licensing agreements 

and distribution networks are readily used, but no detailed data exist on the latter forms. 

The Belgian multinationals are highly concentrated in a number of industries, 

reflecting the comparative advantages that Belgium has in a limited number of technolo

gies. The following table details the sectors, as defined on the NACE 3 digit level, in which 

Belgian MNEs are overrepresented (Year : 1990) 

i.e. where 5BMi > 5BM 

sBMi= share in production by Belgian Multinationals in industry i. 

sBM = share in total industry production by Belgian Multinationals = 0.059 
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Table 111.1 

NACESECTOR SBM.fSBM 
1 RCAj 

Production and preliminary processing of metals 
221 6.61 265 
223 8.84 1.27 

Manufacture of mineral products (cement) 
242 5.25 1.96 
243 208 247 

Chemical industry 
251 1.18 1.12 

Manufacture of tools and finished metal goods 
311 3.30 0.58 
316 1.06 0.62 

Mechanical engineering 
322 4.62 0.64 
327 6.01 0.24 

Manufacture of office machinery 
330 1.48 0.32 

Assembly of electrical equipment 
348 9.07 0.83 

Manufacture of bodies for vehicles 
352 6.16 1.41 

Shipbuilding 
361 237 0.09 

Food industry (canned fruit and vegetables; bakery) 
414 1.94 1.13 
419 1.10 1.39 

Cotton Industry 
432 3.92 1.02 

Manufacture of Carpets e.a. 
438 3.36 4.46 

Wood manufactures 
465 7.46 0.84 

Printing Industries 
473 1.51 0.91 

Jewellery 
491 1.88 4.66 

Toys and sports goods 
494 294 0.59 
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To check whether Belgium has a comparative advantage in these sectors or whether only 

some firms in these industries have developed some specific advantages out of which they 

have become multinational, the Revealed Comparative Advantage index (or Balassa

index) is calculated for these industries and can be found in the second column : 

RCA· = 1 

xB. jXEC. 
1 1 

xB I xEc 

where XBi = exports of Belgium in sector i 

xECi = exports of EC in sector i 

= 
XEC = 

total exports of Belgium 

total exports of EC 

Source : EC Visa database, year 1990. 

When RCAi is larger than 1 for an industry, the export share of Belgium for this industry is 

larger than the average export share of Belgium, which implies that Belgium has some 

advantage in this industry comparative to the reference countries, which is here, because 

of data-availability, only the EC. 

It turns out that for a number of industries, the strong presence of Belgian MNEs 

reflects the comparative advantage that Belgium has in these industries, at least within the 

EC. This is the case for metals, cement, basic chemicals, food, cotton and carpets, jewel-

lery. With the exception of the last two, these are all standardized or semi-finished pro

ducts, for which the small scale of the Belgian market can easily be overcome by inter

national operations. For a number of other industries, Belgian MNEs are strongly present 

despite the fact that the industry has no comparative advantage relative to the EC. Indus

tries such as tools, mechanical engineering, office machinery, electrical equipment, ship

building, wood and printing, toys are characterized by the presence of some Belgian com

panies that have succeeded in developing strong ownership advantages, despite the small 

home market, that they capitalize on in other foreign markets. 

In a number of industries Belgium has no, or only a limited, presence of multinatio

nal companies, despite the fact that it has a comparative advantage, as reflected in the 
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trade pattern relative to the EC. 1bis advantage is apparently very specific to the location 

within the Belgium economy, and cannot be exploited through foreign operations, but by 

other forms such as exports. These sectors, again predominantly standardized and semi

finished goods, can be found in the following table. 

Table 111.2 

NACESECI'OR gBM.fgBM 
1 RCA· 1 

Extraction and manufacture of minerals 
239 Extraction of other minerals .06 1.16 
241 Manufacture of clay .24 1.16 

Chemicals 
255 Manufacture of paint .41 1.03 
259 Manufacture of other chemicals .00 1.59 

Metals Manufacturing 
314 Manufacture of structural metal products .57 1.28 

Manufacture of Food and Drink 
411 Manufacture of oils .00 1.89 
420 Sugar Manufacturing .00 1.11 
421 Chocolate Confectionery .00 1.62 
427 Brewing and Malting .09 1.47 

Textiles and Oothing 
431 Wool industry .74 1.47 
455 Manufacture of houselwlds textiles .47 1.56 

Timber and wood Industry 
462 Manufacture of semi-finished wood products .00 2.22 
463 Manufacture of carpentry .00 1.02 
467 Manufacture of wooden furniture .79 1.02 

483 Processing of plastics .00 1.30 
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IV. INTERNATIONAL ORIENTATION OF INDIAN ENTERPRISES 

A distrust of foreign investment as a residue of colonial domination shaped the complex 

system of controls and regulations in India after independence. High tariffs, import quo

tas, industrial licensing, and public subsidies were part of a bundle geared to promoting 

self-sufficiency as the thrust of the development strategy for industrialisation. Foreign 

investment was restricted to "priority industries" requiring sophisticated technology, 

enterprises with high export earnings potential or industries where critical shortages per

sisted. Foreign equity participation was further limited to a maximum of 40 %. Polides 

that restrained the international orientation of Indian enterprises persisted until 1991. 

During this phase, negative investor perception of national commitment to foreign capital 

was reflected in low foreign capital inflows. In 1990, before the new economic regime was 

adopted, IMF figures indicate that India's foreign direct investment for the year was just 

$ 0.13 billion which compares unfavourably with smaller Asian economies like Pakistan 

($ 0.25 billion), Thailand($ 2.4 billion), Malaysia($ 2.9 billion) and Singapore($ 4.8 billion). 

It is noteworthy that China's FDI figure corresponding was $ 3.4 billion. 

India's share in world exports remained in the region of 0.5% for four decades 

since independence in 1947. These exports represent about 9% of India's GDP in 1991-92, 

a modest increase from the figure of 4% in 1970-71. Tea and spices, the two commodities 

with the highest shares for Indian products in the world market remain the most impor

tant but India's share of the world trade in these declined in the 1980s. The export basket 

includes coffee, tea, oilcakes, tobacco, cashew, spices, rice, cotton, iron ore, cotton and jute 

yarn, garments, leather and leather manufactures, jute manufactures, chemicals, enginee

ring goods, gems and jewellery, and mineral fuels and lubricants. India's comparative 

advantage can be guaged by segregating items in the export basket where share of exports 

in production is significant, as in the case of tea (27.7 %), coffee (73.3 %), tobacco (19.4 %), 

raw cotton (22.5 %), iron ore (64.1 %), and cotton cloth (17.8 %). Note that we get only a 

partial picture by this because shares of exports in manufactured goods such as cars, elec

tronics and telecom equipment remained low because of high protection, low investment 
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and a large domestic market, and not necessarily because of lack of intrinsic comparative 

advantage for exports. 

India's principal imports have been petroleum products, capital goods, speciality 

chemicals, pharmaceuticals, paper and paper board, pearls and semi-precious stones, ferti

lisers and iron and steel. The category "capital goods" includes metal manufactures, elec

trical machinery and transport equipment. 

The nature of India's exports involves Indian enterprises in buying and selling with 

very little value addition. The figure of manufactured goods as a proportion of exports at 

a level of 74% can be misleading. Firstly, the proportion of exports in total manufacturing 

output is less than 6 %, leaving Indian manufacturing enterprises far from being inter

nationally oriented. Secondly, "manufacturing exports" include handicrafts, diamond cut

ting and polishing, and textile yarn from the small sector, which together constitute more 

than half of "manufactured exports". 

The direction of India's trade is summarized in Table III.3. 

Tablelli.3 

(Figures in $ billion) 
Expo~ bnports 

USA and Canada 3.33 2.49 
EC 5.11 6.90 
Central and Eastern Europe 
(including CIS) 3.27 1.89 
Japan 1.96 1.63 
Australia & New Zealand 0.22 0.55 
Africa 0.38 0.70 
Asia (excluding Japan) 3.68 2.96 
South America 0.08 0.49 
Middle East 1.10 3.13 

TOTAL 19.13 20.74 

Source: IMF, Direction of Trade Yearbook, 1992 
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V. INDIA-EC RELATIONS 

We observe from Table III.l that the EC is India's largest trading partner, importing 26.71% 

of all Indian exports by value and accounting for 33.27% of India's imports. For EC, trade 

with India represents only 0.6% of its world trade (including intra-EC trade). This basic 

inequity in relative significance to each other is an important feature in a relationship com

plicated by the static trade diversion effects estimated in the Emerron Report that imply a 

10% reduction in EC's import trade with non-EC countries due to the single market. 

Industrial restructuring in the EC is an ongoing process going on for some years 

now in anticipation of the single market. This restructuring is reflected in shifts in GDP 

shares, composition of output and employment, technology development and diffusion, 

shifts in industry factor intensity, trade patterns etc. An increase in the frequency and size 

of Merger & Acquisition activity is one indicator of enterprise response in this process. 

Jagannathan (1993) observes that evidence of concentration is particularly marked in 

industries like chemicals, food and beverages, engineering and paper. 

We are not aware of any study of the income and price effects of the European 

single market for India. Firstly, there is considerable controversy on the relationship 

between growth in developed economies and trade with developing countries. The pros

pect of non-trade micro-level cooperation between enterprises requires to be examined 

together with systems of trade preferences. Further, it is difficult to estimate forces of 

dynamic adjustment and structural change that are not translated through prices. 

The net effect of the creation of the EC single market for countries like India would 

be trade creation or trade diversion. Trade diversion is expected to be more than trade 

creation. Market access for India to EC would depend on two factors : the nature of 

industrial and commercial restructuring within the EC and EC's tariff and trade policies. 

For instance, if tax rates for tobacco were adjusted to the average of the 4 countries with 

the highest rates, the EC average tax rate would double for this category of product redu

cing EC imports at the cost of India, Brazil, Zimbabwe and Malawi. The harmonisation of 
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customs duties and VAT assume importance in this context. European standards constitu

ting technical barriers have also become important. 

The quantum of Indo-EC trade has grown impressively in the 1980s, but India has 

been accumulating a growing trade deficit with the EC. India's exports to the EC have also 

undergone change. In 1981, agricultural and marine products constituted more than 25% 

of its total exports to the EC. By 1990 this had declined to 13 %. Textiles and clothing is 

now the single largest product group to be exported from India (33% of the exports), fol

lowed by gems and jewellery (20 %), leather (16 %), engineering and electronics (10 %). 

In chemicals, inorganic chemicals, organic chemicals, tanning and dyeing extracts, 

essential oils, plastics and miscellaneous chemical products also registered impressive ex

port growth. 

The details of EC's exports to India and its imports from India are shown in Anne

xures II and III based on the EUROST AT database at the two digit level of aggregation for 

99 product groups for the period January to September 1992 

VI. BELGIAN FIRMS IN INDIA 

1. Sectorial Distribution of Belgian-Indian Relations 

On the basis of information provided by the Indian Embassy in Brussels, the Belgian 

Embassy in New Delhi and the database developed at K.U.LEUVEN, a number of 74 Bel

gian enterprises with Indian "connections" could be identified. These connections can take 

any form, ranging from subsidiaries over joint ventures through establishing sales offices 

and licensing agreements. For these Belgian enterprises the Sectorial distribution is ana

lyzed in the following table. This Sectorial distribution should closely fit the comparative 

advantages picture of Belgian enterprises, as sketched in section III. To this the locational 

advantages of the Indian market should be matched. 
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Table V.l 

NACECODES NUMBER OF CO:MP ANIES % 

Industries with some comparative advantage for Belgian companies 
(on the basis of RCA and/or sBMi) 

Industries for which RCABi > 1 and SBMiJSBM > 1 

221,223,251,414,438 5 6.8% 

Industries for which RCABi > 1 and SBMiJSBM < 1 but SBMi > 0 

247,252,255,461,467,472 7 9.5% 

Industries for which RCABi < 1 and SBMiJ SBM > 1 

311,316,322 2 27% 

Industries for which RCABi < 1 and sBMiJ sBM < 1 but sBMi > 0 

256,313,315,325,328,342-345,418,423,453 25 33.8% 

Industries with NO comparative advantage for Belgian companies 
(on the basis of RCA and/or SBMi) 

Industries for which RCABi < 1 and sBMi = 0 

257,248,260,323,347,373,424 11 

Industries for which NO DATA on RCA and sBMiJ SBM are AVAILABLE 

(utilities, construction and services) 

111,134,161,169,502,741,813,839,975 20 

14.9% 

27% 

Of the total Belgian-Indian connections for which the comparative advantage of the Bel

gian counterpart could be constructed, 72 % have some comparative advantage on the 

basis of EC trade and/ or and share of BMNE production statistics. Again basic industrial 

chemicals (251-253) and paints (255) are the most eminent examples here with 9 connec

tions. The most frequent industrial sector is manufacturing of other machinery (328) 

which has 12 observations. Although this industry has some Belgian MNEs which account 

for 3% of the industry output of this sector in Belgium, it has no comparative advantage 

relative to other EC countries as reflected in its RCA (=0.3). Part of the explanation has 

probably to do with the heterogeneous nature of this miscellaneous sector, which includes 
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various machinery. Whereas Belgium fails to establish a comparative advantage for the 

overall machineries of this industry, the presence of some Belgian MNEs already indicate 

that for a number of sub-sectors within 328 such as compressors, pumps, heating and refri

gerating equipment, Belgian firms have developed some distinct advantages which they 

can exploit in foreign markets such as India. The same argument may hold for the tele

communications equipment sector (344) in which 3 connections are situated, but where 

Belgium has no comparative advantage (RCA= 0.41). Also this sector is characterized by a 

few Belgian companies, e.g. Telindus, Barco .. , which have developed a strong position in a 

niche of this large market, on the basis of which they have turned internationally (SBMi = 

3 %). 

In 15 % of the connections, Belgium holds no strong position relative to the EC and 

has no BMNEs, although in a number of industries it still has a considerable position, such 

as in pharmaceuticals (RCA247 = .93) and electric lighting (RCA347 = .83). 

An important number of connections can be found in the service sector, for which 

unfortunately statistics on trade and other foreign establishments are lacking. 

839: 

741: 

813: 

business services 

sea transport 

banks 

6 observations 

4 observations 

3 observations 

Certainly, with respect to the first two service sectors, Belgium with its central location 

within the EC and its multi-linguistic work force is not without advantage in this area. 

Finally, a number of sectors in which "connections" could be expected on the basis 

of the strong position Belgium enjoys in these sectors (see section lll) but where our data

base reveals no observations on Belgian-Indian "connections", is cement (243), other chemi

cal products such as photographic equipment (259), semi-finished wood products (462), 

household textiles (455) and jewellery and precious metals (491). 

We therefore need to examine the characteristics of the Indian economy in these 

industries set out above. 



CEMENT 

(243) 
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Essentially in the private sector, the industry in India is 

dominated by the presence of large enterprises like ACC and 

Madras Cements. Both dry process and wet process techno

logy is widely available. 

PHOTOGRAPffiCEQUIPMENT The MNC players here include AGFA Gevaert, Kodak, 

(259) Canon, Minolta, Ricoh and Yashica and there is a substantial 

import content in this segment. The largest local enterprise 

is HOT SHOT, one of the few enterprises that has a manufac

turing base in India and is essentially a domestic enterprise. 

Projection equipment manufacturing is also undertaken in 

India by Photaphone. MNCs typically have distribution chan

nels through their trading operations. The largest film pro

ducer Hindudan Photofilms is a public sector enterprise. 

Films for movies are essentially imported with very little 

domestic production. 

OTHER CHEMICAL INDUSTRY The chemical industry is concentrated in Western India in 

(259) the States of Grujarat and Maharashtra where the availability 

of raw materials such as ethyl alcohol, petrochemical deriva

tives etc. is better than in other parts of the country. 

Coal based chemical production and Naptha based chemical 

derivatives are dispersed over U.P. Bihar and the North East 

as well. 

International synergies in these product lines are strongest 

with Germany. 



SEMI-FINISHED 

WOOD PRODUCTS 

(412) 

jEWELLERY AND 

PRECIOUS METALS 

(491) 

HOUSEHOLD TEXTILES 

(455) 
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Transportation costs and availability of the quality of timber 

required are the main determinants of industrial location in 

this industry in India. The pulp and paper industry com

petes for resources because India is an importer of pulp and 

newsprint. 

India's main trade in this segment has been with the former 

USSR and USA which together account for 40 % of the 

volume of exports in this category. The value realisation is 

not commensurate with volume trade because of Rupee

Rouble arrangements that distort the value of trade in gems 

and jewellery. Since 1989, this segment has been adversely 

affected because of decline of Rupee-Rouble trade and the 

world recession affecting the American market. 

Gems are also imported to India for shaping, cutting and 

polishing from several countries including Belgium for even

tual re-export. 

There is an imbalance between spinning and weaving capac

ity. The growth of the powerloom sector has undercut mill 

production necessitating significant restructuring of the 

household textiles industry as well as the mill sector. High 

value speciality textiles continue to enjoy a growing export 

market as do carpets made in small enterprises. 

2. A survey on the international orientation of Belgian companies 

On the basis of the embassies' lists and the K.U.Leuven database on Belgian MNEs, a ques

tionnaire was mailed to 139 enterprises to obtain information on their preferred froms of 

overseas business development, the factors they consider important in developing over-
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seas business, to know the countries in which they have interests or are developing inte

rests, how they rate India and the way in which they interpret the economic environment 

of business. 

The questionnaire developed is attached as an Annexure 1. The total response was 

28 observations. Of these 5 have a presence in India, another 7 have considered business 

development in India and 16 had never considered investing in India. 11 of the 28 were 

from the embassy lists and the balance from the Leuven data base. 

2. 1. Industry distribution 

NACECODES 

TableV.2 

NUMBER OF COMPANIES 
IN SAMPLE 

Industries with some comparative advantage for Belgian companies 

CONSIDERED 
ACTIVE IN INDIA 

(on the basis of RCA and/or sBMi) 

Industries for which RCA B i > 1 and sBM i I sBM > 1 

221,223, 251, 414,438 8 (28.6%) 2 2 

Industries fivr which RCA B · > 1 and SBM ·fSBM < 1 but SBM · > 0 l l l 

252,255, 461, 467 5 (9.5%) 1 1 

Industries for which RCABi < 1 and SBMifSBM > 1 

311,316,322 2 (2.7%) 0 0 

Industries 'or which RCAB. < 1 and sBM ·I sBM < 1 but sBM. > 0 }' l l l 

313, 328, 343, 344, 423, 453 11 (39.3%) 3 1 

Industries with NO comparative advantage for Belgian companies 
(on the basis of RCA and/or sBMi) 

Industries for which RCABi < 1 and SBMi = 0 

323 1 (3.6%) 

Industries for which NO DATA on RCA and sBMif SBM are AVAILABLE 

(utilities, construction and services) 

813 1 (3.6%) 

1 0 

0 1 
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The companies that have responded to the questionnaire are all operating in an industry in 

which Belgium has some kind of advantage, with the exception of 1 company in the textile 

machinery (323). This company has developed some strong advantages, which it does not 

exploit in foreign markets through foreign subsidiaries, but through other forms of foreign 

business such as licensing. Although this company considered India, its initial experience 

was bad and is currently not operative in India. 

Industries in which Belgium holds a strong position and which have a considerable 

number of observations are standardized or semi-finished products, such as iron and steel 

(221, 223), basic chemicals (251, 252, 253) and wood (361), as well as more specialized pro

ducts such as paint (255), carpets (438), and wooden or metal furniture (467, 316). 

Again miscellaneous machinery (328) is the industry that contains the largest fre

quency of observations : 4 of which 3 have considered India, but ran into problems. The 

same remarks that were made supra regarding this industry, apply here as well. 

2. 2. Firm Characteristics 

Most of the companies in the sample enjoy a considerable age. Also in terms of foreign 

operations most of them have accumulated experience of over 10 years. The companies 

that are active in India are on average longer in the international playfield than the com

panies that have considered India, which in turn are older than the companies not inte

rested in India. With the exception of two companies, all firms with no interest in India 

have started their foreign operations only after the sixties. Experience in foreign opera

tions is hence a characteristic that seems to be an important element for operations in a 

foreign market such as India. 
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TableV.3 

Start Start foreign 
operations 

< 1914 4 2 
1914-1940 7 4 
1940-1975 14 12 
1975-1990 3 8 

> 1990 0 1 

About 40% of the companies in the sample started foreign operations in the same year of 

their start-up, which is not surprising, given the small and open character of the Belgian 

market. All of these companies started their international expansion within the EC (with 

the exception of one company starting in Belgium's former colony, Zaire), more specifical

ly, France is the most frequently cited first foreign country (13 observations). This neigh

bour effect is not surprising and applies in general for most international companies 

(Veugelers (1990)), reflecting lower coordination and transport costs, as well as a market 

structure which is more similar to the home market. 

The scale of these companies in Belgium is, in line with the results from the Belgian 

MNEs (see section III) larger than local companies. The average latest annual sales is 5.3 

billion BEF which is more than twice the size of the average Belgian MNE. This results is 

primarily due to the presence in the sample of two "giants" Bekaert and UCB. In terms of 

employees the average size is 2369, which is again large in comparison to the total popula

tion of Belgian companies. 85% of the companies offer a diversified product spectrum that 

includes multiple products (46%) or multiple industries (31 %) or broadly diversified (8%). 

In line with most Belgian companies, 82% of the observations reported a privately held 

shareholding structure. 
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Table V.4 

EMPLOYMENT CATEGORY IN IN OUTSIDE 
BELGIUM EC EC 

<10 0 12 16 
10-20 0 1 4 
20-50 6 2 1 
50-100 4 4 1 
100-250 4 2 1 
250-500 6 1 0 

500 - 1000 0 1 0 
> 1000 8 1 0 

Not Available 4 4 

The size of foreign operations is again considerable, mainly due to the export acti

vities of these companies but less through other forms of foreign operations such as 

foreign affiliates. The average export-sales ratio is 69%, around the Belgian average, where 

42% reported a ratio higher than 75%. 83% of the companies reported a foreign sales 

figure, which includes all forms of foreign business, as % of total sales of more than 36%. 

This foreign engagement implies mostly forms that do not involve much long-term com

mitment as reflected through the presence of foreign employees. The average ratio of 

foreign to Belgian employees is only 9.75%. And most of these foreign employees are 

situated close to the Belgian market : 87% of foreign employees are located within the EC. 

In terms of countries outside the EC in which these companies have business interest, 4 

reported not to have any outside the EC. Three companies reported to be active in "all" 

countries. The various regions that have been reported by the remaining 21 companies 

can be found in the next table. 



us 
Japan 
Latin & South America 
Africa 
South-Africa 
Middle East 
Mid Asia 
South East Asia 
Eastern Europe 

Table V.S 

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 

8 
7 
5 
7 
4 
7 
6 

11 
2 
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Market driven motivations dominate the US and Japan ventures, whereas the growth 

opportunities offered by the South East Asian market turn this region into the most fre

quently cited region for Belgian companies. Africa is mostly cost driven, whereas some 

countries in the Middle East are attractive because of their GDP per capita. Despite the 

size of their markets and their location conditions, Latin & South America and Mid Asia 

(Pakistan, India, Iran, Iraq) are less actively sought after by Belgian companies. Eastern 

Europe is still too unstable to be attractive enough. 

Table V.6 

ACTIVE NOT 
INTERESTED 

CONSIDERED 

TOTAL (IN) INDIA 

Number of companies 28 7 5 16 

Average sales (in mio BEF) 5341 9677 11864 2148 
Average employment (Belgium) 2369 1940 3510 2200 
Average export-sales ratio 69% 56% 87% 69% 
Average for. employment ratio 9.75% 1.6% 27.9% 3.4% 
Average EC-for employ ratio 87% 100% 87% 85% 

In line with their longer experience, the companies that are active in India are on average 

larger (in terms of sales as well as employees) and are more internationally oriented (in 

terms of export-sales ratio as well as foreign employment ratio) than the rest of the sample. 
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Their broad international orientation is also reflected in the regions outside the EC in 

which these companies have foreign business activities. All of them have a broad spec

trum of international regions that they cover. The companies that have considered Inclia 

are also larger in size than the total sample, at least in terms of sales, not employment, but 

this is mainly due to the presence of one "giant", Bekaert. They are less internationally 

oriented, in terms of export-sales ratio as well as foreign employment ratio. The com

panies not interested in India are dearly smaller in domestic as well as international size. 

Again, it appear that besides experience, (inter)national scope is an important element for 

activities within a foreign market such as India. 

2.3 Preferred forms of business interest outside Belgium for Belgian MNEs 

Belgian firms display a marked preference for developing fully owned subsidiaries. The 

options preferred next are JOINT VENTURES with equity participation, distribution net

works and cooperation agreements. Since respondents were free to indicate more than 

one form, the ranking reflected below is based on the percentage of aggregate response for 

all the choices : 

1. Fully Owned Subsidiaries 

2. Joint Ventures with equity participation 

3. Distribution Networks 

4. Cooperation Agreements 

5. Branches of Belgian Operations 

6. Technology Transfer Contracts 

7. Manufacturing Contracts 

8. - Franchising 

- Vendor Development for procurement 

- Turnkey Contracts 

- Exports through representative agents outside Belgium 
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Exporting through agents in Belgium and sub-contracting arrangements were not favou

red by any respondent. 

2.4 Degree of importance attached to the 14 factors presented for response 

Enterprises were asked to respond on the degree of importance on a four point scale to the 

set of factors identified based on our survey of the literature. The arithmetic mean (ave

rage) for each item is reflected in Table V.7. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

ITEM 

Size of overseas market 
Growth of overseas market 

Table V.7 

Features common with domestic market 
As market for technology 
As market for products/services 
Availability I Cost of Raw materials 

Labour 
Capital 

Tax and Tariff advantages 
Market Regulations I Institutions in candidate country 
Business Infrastructure in candidate country 
Political stability 
Laws related to foreign investment transactions 
Presence or absence of competition 
Potential of stable partnership with local firms 
Experience of other foreign investors 

AVERAGE SCORE 

2.92 
3.00 

'1.96 
2.12 
2.48 
1.84 
1.96 
1.76 
2.04 
2.36 
2.72 
2.92 
2.60 
248 
2.84 
1.96 

Growth of overseas market, political stability, potential for stable partnerships with local 

firms, and business infrastructure in candidate country emerged as the most important 

factors. 

2.5 Rating India 

Several respondents expressed difficulty in rating India with respect to the same set of fac

tors as presented in (b) above. They cited lack of knowledge about India as the major rea-
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son. The response pattern (Poor I Inadequate I Good I Excellent) on a 4-point scale is reflected 

below in Table V.8. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

ITEM 

Size of overseas market 
Growth of overseas market 

Table V.8 

Features common with domestic market 
As market for technology 
As market for products/services 
Availability I Cost of Raw materials 

Labour 
Capital 

Tax and Tariff advantages 
Market Regulations I Institutions in candidate country 
Business Infrastructure 
Political stability 
Laws related to foreign investment transactions 
Presence or absence of competition 
Potential of stable partnership with local firms 
Experience of other foreign investors 

RATING QUANTITATIVE 

SCORE INFERENCE 

2.72 GOOD 

279 GOOD 

1.94 INADEQUATE 

2.25 INADEQUATE 

2.33 INADEQUATE 

2.11 INADEQUATE 

2.84 GOOD 

1.74 INADEQUATE 

1.68 INADEQUATE 

1.53 INADEQUATE 

1.84 INADEQUATE 

2.11 INADEQUATE 

1.67 INADEQUATE 

241 INADEQUATE 

2.40 INADEQUATE 

1.69 INADEQUATE 

The adequacy of an affirmative response to India as a host country remains unestablished. 

However, there were considerable differences between the response patterns of enterprises 

already in India, those who have considered or are considering India and those who have 

never considered India. For this reason, the response to this question was also disaggre

gated by type of enterprise (N = Not Considered India, C = Considered India, I = Already 

in India). This response is presented below in Table V.9. 
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Table V.9 

ITEM AVERAGE ON 4-POINT SCALE 

N c I 

1 Size of overseas market 2.71 2.80 2.67 
2 Growth of overseas market 238 3.00 3.17 
3 Features common with domestic market 1.63 2.20 2.20 
4 As market for technology 1.44 3.00 2.83 
5 As market for products/services 1.57 2.80 2.83 
6 (a) Availability I Cost of Raw materials 2.25 2.00 2.00 

(b) Labour 3.13 2.60 2.67 
(c) Capital 1.38 200 2.00 

7 Tax and Tariff advantages 1.60 1.80 1.67 
8 Market Regulations I Institutions in candidate country 1.33 1.60 1.67 
9 Business Infrastructure 1.63 1.60 2.33 

10 Political stability 1.86 2.40 2.17 
11 Laws related to foreign investment transactions 1.50 1.40 2.00 
12 Presence or absence of competition 1.83· 280 267 
13 Potential of stable partnership with local firms 2.00 220 2.83 
14 Experience of other foreign investors 1.50 1.80 1.67 

The crudal factors for each of these enterprise groups were identified as : 

1. 

2. 
3. 

N 

Features common with 
Domestic Market 
Market for Technology 
Laws related to Foreign 
Investment Transactions 

Table V.lO 

c 

1. Size of Market 

2. Growth of Market 
3. Availability of 

Raw Materials & Capital 
4. Potential for Stable 

Partnership 
5. Experience of Other 

Foreign Investors 

I 

1. Size of Market 

2. Growth of Market 
3. Market for Technology 

4. Market Regulations I 
Institutions 

5. Availability of 
Raw Materials & Capital 

6. Political Stability 
7. Laws related to Foreign 

Investment Transactions 
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The subjective perception of India that comes through from this analysis probably does not 

take into consideration the recent changes pursuant to economic reforms from 1991 on

wards. We are inclined to interpret it so because the contact of these enterprises with trade 

and business interests from India has been somewhat limited in scope. Evidence for this 

comes from the response to Q.14 asking them about their most recent contact with trade or 

business interests from India. 

We find that nearly half of the respondent enterprises have never had any contact 

with trade or business interests from India and only 11 of the 28 had any contact in the 

past two years. 

2.6 Potential Sources of Turbulence in the Business Environment 

(Rated by Degree of Importance) 

Nine sets of factors were presented to respondent enterprises to indicate the degree of 

importance they attach to each of them. The results in descending order of importance are 

presented below in Table V.ll: 

Table V.ll 

IMPORTANCE ASCRIBED TO POTENTIAL SOURCES OF TURBULENCE 
(IN DESCENDING ORDER OF IMPORTANCE) 

1. Response of Competitors 
2. New Technology 
3. World Economic Situation 
4. Cross-border or Internal Conflict in Western Europe 
5. Market Variations in Product Markets 
6. Market Variations in Money Markets 
7. EC Initiatives for a Single Market 
8. Concern over Natural Environment 
9. Role of Government - Economic and Social Policies outside Europe 

Market Variations in Capital Markets 
10. Role of Government - Economic and Social Policies in Europe 
11. Employee Contracts 
12. Cross-border or Internal Conflict in Central and Eastern Europe 

Cross-border or Internal Conflid outside Europe 
13. Market Variations in Labour Markets 
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The response of competitors, new technology development and diffusion and the world 

economic situation emerge as very important. To these factors we must add the factors 

identified as negative loadings in the experience of enterprises in theN, C and I categories 

in their experience of considering or going about business development in India. A com

pany-wise profile of these additional factors is presented below : 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 

13. 
14. 
15. 

Table V.12 

ENTERPRISE CAT. NEGATIVE LOADING WITH RESPECT TO INDIA 

N.V. Bekaert C 
Accumulators Tudor S.A. N 

Trenal C 

Ateliers de Construction c 
d'Envisar S.A. 
Cockerill Sambre N 
Beaulieu N 

O.S.B. Company I 
Packo Inox c 
Picanol c 

Drever International C 
S.A. Perlacom C 

Nissim S.A. N 

Associated Weavers N 
Stow International N 
Gantry Railing N 

Slow grawth of market 
Piracy of brand name and reputational hazards 
due to poor quality 
Problems of importing materials into India ; 
High tariffs ; 
Scarcity of Indian capital investment potential 
Slow development of collaboration 

Distance ( = poor telecom ? ) 
High import tariffs ; Political Instability ; 
Bad telecom 
Failure of l oint Venture ; Low efficiency 
Inoperative licence agreement 
License did not go through ; 
Indian partner lacked basic knowledge 
of technology and initiative 
Lack of mutuality 
Slow bureaucracy ; 
Did not succeed with Joint Venture 
Instability of foreign exchange rates ; 
Low income and yields ; 
Distance ( = poor telecom ? ) 
Lack of market potential 
No contacts available 
Unsure about technical support 



In contrast, positive perceptions were also reported : 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

ENTERPRISE 

O.S.B. Company 
National Forge Europe 
Oxyplast Belgium 
D.C. B. 
De Roedt 

TableV.13 

CAT. POSITIVE IMPRESSIONS 

I Fast growth in exports through agents 
I Fast growth 
I Smooth growth at satisfactory pace 
I Smooth growth at satisfactory pace 
N Potential for creative interfacing to off-set 

disadvantages of distance : 
e.g. Making static pants and assembly in India 
and rotating pants in Belgium in manufacture of 
industrial fans 

35. 

Note that the negative perceptions mainly accumulate with 'N' and 'C' category enterprises 

whereas in 'I' category there is a more positive perception. This raises hopes that in areas 

where cooperation potential exists, the prospects are far from dim. However a lot requires 

to be done to alter the perception of India's rating as a host country. 
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CONCLUSION 

Cross-border capital flows potentially offer a more potent basis for increased international 

co-operation than trade. We therefore need to understand the forces that facilitate or 

impede such transfers. The UNCTNC's World Investment Report 1992 appropriately 

refers to transnational corporations as 'Engines of Growth' because transnational corpora

tions have become the main instrument of the organisation of economic activity in an 

increasingly integrated world economy through a variety of equity and non-equity 

arrangements. Frequently I such transfer mechanisms are associated with intra-firm flows 

and are geographically concentrated in a few regions. The improved growth prospects of 

developing countries like India critically depend on harnessing to productive use, capital 

transfers indicated in the realms of the possible (2). The role of the services sector foreign 

direct investment would be particularly significant in this respect. 

In this paper, we have traced the motives and processes associated with the 

decision-making of enterprises in choosing to go international or multi-national, the alter

natives available to them, the rationale they employ and the form of organisation they may 

prefer in Section I. In Section II we have considered the competitive environment of the 

MNE having concluded that organisational choice is particularly important for MNE's 

with a global strategy to ameliorate drastic effects on total firm's performance. We then 

analysed the impact of MNE's on host and home economics and the consequences of host 

government intervention in Sections III and IV respectively. We observe that competition 

between potential host governments does not lead to extra investment for host countries in 

general. 

Turning to the specific case of Belgium and India, we analysed the international 

orientation of 'Belgian enterprises' based on the Balassa index to check whether Belgium 

has a comparative advantage in sectors where Belgian enterprises are overrepresented in 

terms of production shares. We find that the strong presence of Belgian MNE's does 

reflect Belgium's comparative advantage, at least within the EC in the case of metals, 

cement, basic chemicals, food, cotton, carpets and jewellery. Note that scale advantages 

(2) For instance, trends and tendencies identifiable on the basis of revealed comparative advantage between nations. 
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are exploited by Belgian enterprises in these sectors through international operations. 

However, we found the presence of Belgian MNE's in a number of other industries, and 

also the absence of strong presence in some sectors where we would have expected to find 

Belgian MNE's. Closer scrutiny revealed that some advantages are specific to location (see 

page 14) and can only be exploited by exports. 

Indian enterprises have, in general, lacked international orientation because the 

distrust of foreign investment as a residue of colonial domination characterised host 

government policies with high tariffs, import quotas, industrial licensing, public subsidies 

and a complex system of controls and regulations. This has contributed to negative inves

tor perception and low foreign capital inflows - a feature changing gradually only after 

1991. The importance of EC to India is known but the roadblocks towards closer economic 

co-operation between India and the EC in general, and between India and Belgium in par

ticular are linked to this negative investor perception and the absence of any study or ana

lysis of the potential at enterprise level-particularly at a time when market forces imply a 

limited role for government, as enterprises with potential to intemationalise are the real 

engines of growth. 

In Section VI we have analysed the connections at enterprise level between 

Belgium and India and posit explanations for connections that exist and the ones that do 

not. Based on our survey through a questionnaire mailed to 139 enterprises in Belgium, 

we then tried to understand more deeply, the preferred forms of overseas business deve

lopment by Belgian firms, the factors they consider important in developing overseas busi

ness, to know the countries in which they have interest, how they rate India and the way 

they interpret the economic environment. 

We find that size, and international geographical spread are two characteristics that 

are important correlates of Belgian firms, that may develop business interests in India. 

The prospects of having fully owned subsidiaries or joint ventures with equity partici

pation is also important. In cases where exports are the only form of ties, distribution net

works, co-operation agreements and branch operations would be the preferred forms. 

There is also potential for technology transfer contracts and manufacturing contracts. 
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While Belgian firms attach importance to the growth and size of overseas markets 

(a factor favourable to India), they generally perceive India to be inadequate in all other 

respects except availability of labour. Negative perceptions abound among enterprises 

that do not have a presence in India (which comprises those that have considered India or 

are considering India and others that have never considered India) and the post-1991 chan

ges do not appear to have made much impact so far. 

In conclusion, we would need to observe that the prospects of capital transfers 

from Belgian enterprises to India do not appear pervasive and policy makers as well as 

enterprises would have to explore the aspects discussed above to work at it. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE Annexure I 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

1.NAME OF THE COMPANY 
AND ADDRESS: ------------------------------------------

fax: phone: 

2.In which year did your company start business? 

3.In which year did your company first develop business 
interests outside Belgium? 

In which country was this? 

What was the nature of this interest? 

4.How would you describe your company? 

BY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

()Single Product Multi-brand 

<> Multi-product in one industry 

()Multi-product in two or more 
industries 

() Highly Diversified 

5.What is your 
(a) latest annual sales figure? 

(b) latest annual exports figure? 

BY OWNERSHIP 

()Privately held 
shareholding 

<>Widely held 
shareholding 

< > Government 
shareholding 

() Majority shares 
with banks/financial 
institutions 

<c> foreign sales figure as Y. of total sales? 

<> 0 to 5 () 6 to 10 

<> ?1 to 25 <> 26 to 30 

(d) employee total . 
( i) in Belgium 

< i i ) in Europe 
excluding Belgium 

(iii) outside Europe 

<> 11 to 15 

<> 31 to35 

<> 16 to 20 

( > 36 and above 



QUESTIONNAIRE./ ... PAGE II Annexure I 

6.What would be your preferred forms of business interest outside 
Belgium? <you may tick more than one> 

<> Fully owned subsidiaries 

() Branches of Belgian operations 

() Joint Ventures with equity participation 

<> Technology transfer deals 

() Co-operation agreements 

<> Manufacturing contracts 

() Distribution networks 

() Sub-contracting arrangements 

<> Vendor development for procurement 

<> Franchising 

<> Turnkey contracts 

<> Exporting through agents in Belgium 

() Any other <please specify) 

7.If your preferred form differs from what you have done so 
far,why? 

B.Mention the countries in which you are presently considering 
investments or alliances: 

Country Prospective Relationship 



QUESTIONNAIRE./ ... PAGEIII Annexure 

9.In considering your latest overseas business development 
prospect, rate the degree of importance you attached to each 
of the following factors: 

[NI=Not Important,I=Important,Vl=Very Important,HI=Highly 
Important] 

1. Size of overseas market 

2. Growth of overseas market 

3. Features common with 
domestic market 

4. As market for technology 

5. As market for products/services 

6. Availability/Cost of 

Raw Materials 

Labour 

Capital 

7. Tax and Tariff advantages 

B. Market Regulations/Institutions 
in candidate country 

9. Business Infrastructure 
in candidate country 

10. Political stability 

11. Laws related to foreign 
investment transactions 

12. Presence or absence 
of competition 

13. Potential of stable 
partnership 
with local firms 

14. Experience of other 
foreign investors 

NI/I/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/HI 

NI/1/Vl/HI 

N1/I/VI/H1 

N1/I/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/HI. 

N1/1/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/H1 

NI/1/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/HI 

NI/1/VI/HI 

I 



QUESTIONNAIRE./ ... PAGE N Annexure 

lO.List your products/services made or sold outside Belgium: 

ll.In which countries outside Europe do you have business 
interests established so far? 

Country In What Form 

12.Have you considered developing business interests in Indid? 

If yes,in what form? 

What has been your experience? 

If no,why not? 

I 



QUESTIONNAIRE./ ... PAGE V Annexure 

13. How do you rate India on each of the factors listed below:? 
[P=Poor,I=Inadequate,G=Good,E=ExcellentJ 

1. Size of overseas market 

2. Growth of overseas market 

3. Features common with 
domestic market 

4. As market for technology 

5. As market for 
products/services 

6. Availability/cost of 

Raw Materials 

Labour 

Capital 

7. Tax and Tariff advantages 

B. Market 
Regulations/Institutions 

9. Business Infrastructure 

10. Political stability 

11. Laws related to foreign 
investment transactions 

12. Presence or absence 
of competition 

13. Potential of stable 
partnership 
with local firms 

14. Experience of 
other foreign investors 

P/I/6/E 

P/I/6/E 

P/1/G/E 

P/1/G/E 

P/1/G/E 

P/I/6/E 

P/I/6/E 

P/1/6/E 

P/1/6/E 

P/I/6/E 

P/I/6/E 

P/I/6/E 

P/I/6/E 

P/I/6/E 

P/I/6/E 

P/I/6/E 

I 

Which of these factors crucially influences your decision in 
considering business interests in India? 



QUESTIONNAIRE./ ... PAGE VI Annexure 

14.When was your most recent contact with trade or business 
interests from India? 

()This year <>Last year 

()Three to five Years ago 

( > Never 

<>More than two years ago 

<> More than five years ago 

I 

15. We are listing below some potential sources of turbulence in 
your business environment.Please indicate how important are 
each of these to your company? 
[Nl=Not Important,I=Important,VI=Very Important,HI=Highly 

Important] 

l.World Economic Situation 

2.Concern over natural environment 

3.Role of Government 
economic and social policies 

(a) in Europe 

<b> elsewhere 

4.EC initiatives for a single market 

S.New technology 

6.Cross-border or internal conflict 

(a} in Western Europe 

(b) in Central and Eastern Europe 

(c) outside Europe 

7.Market variations in 

<a> product markets 

(b) money markets 

(c) capital markets 

(d) labour markets 

B.Employee contracts 

9.Response of competitors 

CNI/1/VI/HI> 

CNI/1/Vl/HI> 

<NI/l/Vl/H1> 

<NI/l/V1/Hl) 

CNI/I/V1/HI> 

<NI/1/VI/H1> 

<NI/1/V1/HI> 

<N1/I/Vl/HI> 

<N1/1/V1/HI> 

CNI/1/V1/HI> 

<NI/1/Vl/HI> 

<N1/l/Vl/HI> 

<NI/1/Vl/HI> 

<N1/1/Vl/H1> 

<NI/1/VI/H1> 

16.Please provide a copy of your latest published annual report 
and product information 
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· .. - · tt:t3·- -11~ u- ·1t;"' · -tt.-«- - -1~ n---l;ff--·t1'.-u--'?1:81·--u:1t-- -n. 3!---n:tt-·tt.11----o: H --- o :tt - --·ut-- -1:60-- -o :t1-- --t ·.-rt-- · 1·. os · · · t .11-- --t-. •s -· · U6 

INOlA TRADE CENTRE 
BRUSSELS 
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COISII-04 

PROD . COO£S PRODUCT TO!Rl 

VALU£ 1 ttl m 

mom If ~H._.u.,,;_:;, ~Oih!l·.,,ItJU~Y!AJ.r 
IUIUIJtl~lt, •• ,_.';\;' ~'. • . : · '>. , ·•";"§:!:. · ·· · 

..... .' '· .• -~. ' · .. \ ·-'. 

·mr "~ 1 ·-

on 1 RT 

mm ·· -.. -- -- ms-.--tmt;---m•m•m-----r.-1nam--------rmr-----ttt;-uttt01t------1trtttt-------"ftuatt------- -umt----- -.. tomm- .. ··· sPm 
--.-.---.------------ .. -- .. ------ .. --------------- ................ -..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ... 

QTY. VALUE QTY. VALUE Qn, VALUE on. VALUE Uf, VIII£ on. VIU£ en. VALU£ en. YALf£ en. VALUf on. VAll£ on. VALU£ on. YALU£ 

-----------· ..................... ... .. ........................... ............................ .. ...................... ....................... . ................... ........................... .. .......................... ... ...................... .......................... ... .......................... 
01 liVE AU!Al 14 232 I 20 0 0 0 0 • I ' 0 u m 0 ' • 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01 MEAT AND fOIBlf REAT 6 16 · - · ·o - -- .. o-- ----o--- ---T -----2-----..,.-----1------•------.------•------t------.------•------•-----..------2-- -- --t"---- --1------ o · --- --t" -· .. 0 
ol fiSH m mmcms 0 t 0 · --o--- -- -o--- ___ T ___ --o------t------o------o------.....-----o------o------.------o------t -----..------s------o·--- --o- --- ·· -o- --- - · ·t - 0 
04 DllRY PRODUCTS 4819 1686 2 u 146 1414 Ul2 uu 2121 IIU • t ' 14 ' • 4t 100 • I ' 0 0 0 
OS PROD.Of AliMA! ORI6I 141 913 12 41! 0 0 22 Ut 42 . l2t . l 41 ' 5I ' 4 ' " ' t 0 I 0 81 
06 LIVE TRHS 29 137 0 0 D I u 124 t I t II ' I ' ' ' ' ' t t • 0 0 
07 EDIBLE Vf6ETAIL£S 287 91 0 0 D 0 45 10 24 ! ' • u 5 0 • 200 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
08 EOIIlf fRUITS AND MU 0 2 ·-o --o · ·--- -o --- -- -o- .. .. ---o------t"------o------t-----...------ o------o·-----1------•------o- .. ·--'t'-----o- -- -- ·o · -·-t ·-- - -o . 0 0 0 
09 IEA,COffH,SPIC£ £lC 163 Ill o· ·· o-- · ·-o--- -- --o--- -1co----m------1------t-----...------o------t-----..,..-----l-------t------o- -- --- o-- -· · o ·· -o 0 0 0 
10 CEREALS 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 s s t 0 t I 0 ' I 0 2 0 0 0 
II ULT, SURCMfS £!C. I 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 • s I 0 ' 0 t ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 OIL SEEDS ETC, 310 1202 ' 90 0 0 u 444 " m 1 2! 215 51 t t I IS 0 0 0 I 
13 LAC ms fTC. 88 970 ' 176 0 22 7 u 'u m 0 ' 15 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 14 
14 VE6. PROD. M E U S 0 I 0 o ·-- · ·o · -----o--.. ---o------t"------o------t-----...------o------o------o----- · •- -.. ---• · · --- t · ··- ·· .. o . 0 0 0 0 

15 AMIMAL/VE6. FATS 4615 1657 ·st · ,. ... -- · o- ·- · -- -o-- ·1m----m-----r.1----1n-----n-----1o---- -u---- -11- - · - · -1- · -- --•--- - -t7---- u- - t 0 1992 "' 16 MEATS/fiSH PIEPARAT 8 27 0 ' 0 0 l 4 t t • • 0 2 • I ' IS 0 0 0 0 
17 SUGAR 719 395 u II 0 0 u 21 m S5l 1 ' 2 4 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 

18 COCOA 307 390 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ' t 0 !01 !11 • 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 

19 CERERL, flOUAS ETC 411 919 2 5 25 " 122 m 0 0 • 0 ' u 0 0 2U 594 0 0 0 0 

20 VE6f!A8l£S, FRUITS 2l tl • 0 - · · t · -· -o .... _ ---o------s------t------1------o-----..,..-----t-----u-----u-- --- -• --- -- .. • · · · -- -o -· ... -2-- ·t. . t 0 0 0 

21 MIS. EDI8l£ m. 191 I!!! t ··- 40 · - - tt- -- .. -11--- ---t -----...------1---- -•t----u.- ---m4-----n ----ut-- ---10---- -n - .. .. .... --- t t -- o 0 0 0 

11 SPIRITS 1Mb YUE&AR 1160 9447 202 141 lit 121 m 211 141 23t 37 11 lut rm 10 42 27 It 0 I II 27 4 22 

13 UASH fOOD UOUSTRI 785 410 10 55 II 61 Z5 u 2 21 ' 4 m 127 5 u 254 133 0 0 0 0 0 0 

24 TOBACCO 46 442 0 0 0 0 3S Ill I 0 0 0 IS m • 0 t 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

15 SALT, SULPHUR ETC. 15111 4317 81 34 24 6 261 !55 m 192 IOOU 2302 mo 1U m m • 0 335 43 42 5 tO I u 
26 ORES, SIAl AID ASK 10481 !802 1241 m ·ten-- -tm·---mt- --un--- -tm---·?m------t------ e----ts~--- -m------e------t----- -t- · · -- .. o- t . 0 . . • 0 • • 
27 MIM!RRL fUELS [!(, 843190 132014 107101 uou - · -eo~- ----ns--- -tur--- utt---~m----t1ot-11Ut,..--mu---t«n--um-- --- -•------•- -nm--- ms I!U -- tu !0000 4025 !8371 1411 

18 UOR6RUC CHEMICALS 43271 17877 1041 2976 302 207 IJU 14U 2U2 mr 2U7 no m sm ' II 0 4 0 0 0 0 33732 4014 

29 OR6!MIC tKUICALS 51453 135469 7276 18421 2140 3601 10346 Uut um 41291 um IUU sm 21m .. "' U4 4UI 0 0 to H 1890 8147 

30 PHARMACEUTICAL PROD 212 18327 40 4400 12 zooo It 1217 7t "" 12 2111 n sm 0 so 14 m 0 0 0 0 2 101 

31 fERT!llfR 1114827 113991 209660 mu 0 0 um 18!4 t40010 71054 22101 2111 ' 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13857 1041 

32 TAUU6/0Y£U6 EXTR 4168 um ·- m ·--?oil -m-- --u1----m----m-----m---·im----m----tm---11n---mr----- s------u·- · -m· ---·m - · -· - -- - 1! . 112 ·6t 157 654 

33 ESSHI!Il OILS 511 9123 m · .,., .. · --~------t-----u----m·----"fl----1st-- ---..-----no-----n---un------l------t- · ---t-- · ----s · --· o- - - o·-- · -o . t .. 4 31 

34 SOAP ETC . 5242 8954 m 771 21 n m 200 mz un m I !II IUS IIU 2 11 ' • • 0 0 0 118 141 

35 ALIURUOIDAL SUIST. 546 1510 22 220 " m u m u uu n 1.01 Ul m ! " ut IOOS 0 0 0 0 0 0 

36 fXPOLOSIVE IS 1123 4 943 0 0 t 0 II m • ' • I I J ' ' ' • 0 0 0 0 

37 PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS 915 11675 I 21 470 1127 0 u 211 me • 22 101 1!61 11 Zl 0 ' 0 0 0 0 114 m 
38 me. em. mo. 1!190 37674 2m·· mJ··- 1m---mt- - --1~c---mt---oo- --mu----tst---mt----sm---u«-----19----n~- - ---»--- - 1~J- ---- ·•----- t- · --t· --- - o 42 u 
39 PLASTICS 49914 um mo · -,m-· -mr--- -un----Hu---sm----oo---mu---ttn----tffl---1m---tttt ----·u----m--- .. m----·m- · · ---s- -... -1s -- m 344 3917 2040 

40 RUBBER 6657 12712 us 2014 120 211 61 22J 4724 Uti · m I tot "' 2U2 ' t ' 2 • 0 0 0 " m 
41 R!U HIDES ' SlUS 1931 1225! 355 3136 23 IU u m m 2m m· 12U m 4141 " Ul ' u 0 2 u 22 t7 215 
42 Lf!IHER mm1s 34 560 5 121 0 0 ' 1 ' u 7 m 22 214 ' ' ' ' • • 0 0 0 0 
43 !RIIfiCUL FUR fTC. 61 306 52 ., 0 0 0 0 ' uo 0 u s 5 0 t 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U UODD 1749 1200 · -- -m- .. - -1u ----- ·t-- ---n-----ttt-----tt----lt4----·m------t-----1t----1Jt----m------ •------t----m----1tt----- -t - --- .. _ t-- -- --o .. ·t . ... 0 ' 45 em 663 m · - .. o- -.... --s - ---- -o- ------o------o------t"-----o------o------t------t------t-----tt------t------t------t------•----- .... --- -··1-- --ill·· ·575 .. IU · u 
16 BASHIUU£ 0 2 0 0 0 0 ' • t 2 ,.,. t t ' I • ' • ' 0 0 ' 0 0 0 

-~--------------------- -- ---------·-- --------·- ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
SOURCE : fUROSlAT munmcmu 

· _ .. ----- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- iiVU£t1;tEl-tin- · --- -· --
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tOlSIH! ------------ ---------------------------------- -----,------- ----- ------tAtE-r -t- -- - -- - · -

mom tFE.CUI : ·: ·· IIIU U·IJIIJ;UVEl.) 
munu-sep un .. · ·· · · · · · ' 

VALUE t 000 ECU 
on : n 

PROD. CODES PRODUCT rom mm · ·-- ····om.-mtt-.-- 'fffMftwu-----fttuoo--------trur-----fft;-tmm------·moo--------Mout---- --- --ttmf--- --- -mtutAt- · - mu 

on. VAlUE on. VALUE on. VAlUE on. VALUE on. VAlUE tyy, VALUE on. VALUE ,Tf, VAlUE en. VALUE on. VALUE on. VALUE on. VALUE 
------------ ................... .. .... ... ........ ........ ..... ................. .......... ....... ..... ............ .. .................... .. ................... ..................... .. .................... .. ...................... .................... ..... ........................ 

H PULP UOOO 11072 3795 0 0 956 140 5U 74 IU ' 40 41 , . ···u . . 4 42 7 IZO u I 0 mt 2U4 1494 505 
U PIPE! 14110 \410t uu- -- -1m-- --m---- -ttt-- --tm----a.,.---oo----ttu--- tttt----trn---1ftt---•ttt--- ---t------t-----ff-----•,----- ·-t -- -· · -e-- - .. - -t -- - - +-- ·1m· - - m 
49 PRIMI£0 tOOlS 9!5 15!U u · · -·m------t-- -- 'ft'----u----m·- ----tt---·mt-----tt-----no- - --ttt--Httt------t------t-~----t-----·n--- - .. ·t- - - · - t- · · t Ul 2S 148 
50 SilK, YIRM I FABRIC I 117 0 I 0 0 ' I 0 u . I " I u ' I I I t 0 t 0 0 3 
51 UOOL, TARM I FABRIC 3571 457! Itt 1U 527 m IU 227 u 112 us Cl7 ma Ull 11 105 0 0 0 0 0 0 IUS 721 
52 COTTOM 155 ill a II! 0 I 0 2 u m .:·u 101 21. n 7 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 31 
53 VE6ETA8LE mu 739 1516 41 53 614 532 0 0 t " ·o 0 ,. 107 t t 0 0 0 0 30 34 0 0 
54 MAMMAOE fllAmTS 111 2!!4 " ..... m- - -- n - - - -;5- - - - -H - ----»-- - --m---itst----m----;u-----u----m---- - -o---- - -t-----+- - -- --o - -- -- o-- -- --o--- ·- o ... .. 0 
55 MAMMAOE STAPLE F 1!£ 2163 mr 2 - - - u · --tto- --- -m-- ---•, --- - -»-----111- - --iu-----n----·m---ittt---tttt------•-- - -- -t --- --+--- --o ·--- - ·• .. _ · t ·- ··m-· ·· m I 3 
56 UAOOUG fElT ,MOMUOV 234 1!12 1 75 2 16 u 102 Ill 1105 4 35 27 211 ' I 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6t 
57 cum 137 257 12 35 92 114 0 0 ' 2 I I 3S " ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
58 SPECIAL uom mu 20 619 2 57 0 I 0 10 ' 311 2 tl I 127 ' 4 0 II 0 0 0 0 0 0 
59 como TEXTilE 180 3957 47 916 23 310 I 15 u 1531 II m " IU 4 40 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 lNITT!O FABRICS 13 160 0 · o · - · .. -• ·- ---n------o- -----t-- ----1---- -u -----+-----ti------t-----»------• ---- --t------t-- - - - - • --- - -t· ---· •--- ... -o - · ·· · ·o •• • 
II UIIT£0 6!RNEMT/ACC I! 260 I to· · .. · ·o · .. - - --t- - - - - - o-- ---tt -----1-----u-----+-----.•-----tt----Ht- -- --- •---- --t-- ---+--- - -•- · - - - --e -- - · t-- · · ·- o ·-- - · o · e t 
62 WOYEM &ARmTS/ACC . 42 Ill! 4 494 1 ,. 0 I , 42 ' lit 21 U1 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 !AOEUP TEIIIlE 30576 9744 ms 1271 4997 LIU "'' 2m un m IU4 2412 "" 1171 2 14 0 I 0 0 0 0 517 105 
64 FOOTW!US 811 5213 0 4 2 40 0 0 101 m 602 3375 u t5l I 0 u 110 0 0 5 21 0 0 
65 HEA06£AR 0 3L 0 L 0 0 0 0 0 t t t 0 30 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
61 FEA!H!RS UTICL!S. 0 2 0 . . 0. · -o ·· · -- - -t- · - .. -- t -- --- -t- ----- •----- -•------...----- o------1----- +-- --- t--- - - -t -- --- + --- - _,_ .. - - - -1- - - · - t-- - •• 0 t 0 
ae mm m. 4286 mt . ·m · · m - -- te · -- ·?6---·111----ttt- -- -m---·mt---mt·---mt- ---n~----m- - - ---t-- - --tt -- ---+- ----t---- - -t- · - · t · .. · o 5I 16 64 
19 CERAMIC PRODUCTS 8613 14121 1850 3SII Ill 727 " 237 3122 3434 1352 2101 2043 un • I 4 21 2 12 0 0 0 4 
70 6USS I 6USSWAH 2338 8734 178 2081 Ill 441 5 453 m 20U ,. 511 ut 23U 0 10 II m 3 13 0 0 140 II 

71 PRECIOUS METAL ETC. 44 1034116 I !44 0 652413 0 " • 4711 ' 170 sz mm • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
72 !ROM I STEEl 143495! 259141 55119 197U 152192 23m mm 31425 210071 mu UUI 12903 536435 U4U • 0 ,. 61 40 3 0 0 11638 4134 

7l ART!tl£S Of !ROM 85153 1144!3 uu . t7!!4 moo- · -ulS'J-- ---tit- --m· · -nm---mu- -1ntt---mu----ttu--um----- - •---- --s----- -1---- - -t- · - ~m--- -HH- --zm · · · 6634 . 2442 . 8766 

74 COPP£1 I UTIClfS 14340 24U1 m mt .. . - m- --111- --·mo - --mt----tm---i-.tt----u,.----m-- --etn--mtt-- ----•-- - ---t -----#-- - -- •1------t- - --- ..... -- + · 0 163 221 

75 mcm ' UTJtLEs 525 4392 13 3S7 0 5 21 lt7 " IIU • u 40S 2&51 ' 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
76 HUUMUM I ARTitLES 2200 tOTO 434 2145 39 91 211 2tl U4 mo 207 1411 U2 1045 0 0 3 11 0 • 0 0 0 0 

7! LEAD I ARTICLES 90 183 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 ' 0 ' " m ' ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

19 me ' umus 2415 1149 314 IH 324 110 lU Ill 2l 42 I 2 !Itt ,,. 0 • 2 2 0 0 0 0 20 14 

!0 TIM I ARTILCES 75! 1270 o -- · o- -· -·t- -- -- +- -- -- -o---- - -?-----as---11tt-----tt---- - -«-- - - m----m------ t- -----t- ---- -t- -- .. - -t ---- - -t- --- - · t- · ··· t ... · ·- o ... t 
II OTH£1 SASE METALS 215 3056 · u · ·utt · · ·t · · - - -1----- H----m-----1i-- - - ·m-----tt----m-----n - - - -m------t---- --t---- - +- ---+ --- --t- - -· · t · · t 0 t 
82 TOOLS I !£TAL PARTS 1771 10611 5S m 2 432 ' 294 257 U42 Ust 2354 lU 1977 0 ' 0 5 0 ' I II I 26 
83 MISC . ARTICLES(META 321 35!2 ' 216 ' 126 2 so 144 tm II U1 m US4 ' 0 ' 121 0 0 0 0 3 32 

84 MUClfAR REACTORS 49461 766053 1108 0 131937 3401 UIU m um mu mm 1314 7U74 mt mm u m 403 "" 15 m 5 13 1061 4C31 

85 ELECTRICAL M!CHUER 6505 20Ul1 1115 7187t 135 21ll 130 1517 1113 mu lUI tOll IOU mu u Ut 131 4U4 0 0 2 35 0 w 
86 RAilWAYS I ICC. 775 3417 S · ·- it --- - -& - - -- - -t--- ---0----- -t-- ---m- ---tttt----Ht----tH------~--- -H!- -----f----- -t---- - +- --- -t- -- -- -t--- - -- -f-- - - f - 0 · . e ' 81 OTHER VEHICLES 1!52 15187 141 -·wt -- -- ·6 - -- - -11- --- - u---- -tt-----m----Hn----m-- --t-2-!f----nt---mt-- - ----t - --- --2--- ---+-- -- .zt -- - -- -1--- - · u- - -· . 0 L5 L71 
8! AIRCRAFT I PARTS 35 23989 21 1!749 0 II 0 4t 7 1113 • 0 • 13 ' 44 0 25 0 0 0 12 0 13 
89 SHIP, BOATS ETC . 213578 98540 0 118 0 0 2501 14711 uoou WSI I . , U2U 224t 0 0 UOOO · 141U 0 0 0 0 um 42185 
90 PHOT&RAPHIC I ACt. 906 159097 55 35326 20 1411 64 1041 m UIU .141 lUI 2U um 14 17U u 4443 2 21 0 0 0 131 
91 UATCH I CLOCk 45 2669 I 1147 0 0 0 0 42 m I 41 I us 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
92 MUSICAL mmmTs 11 810 · 0 - .. - ~~ - ·- -- -&--- ----.- - ----t - - - --+----- -t----- -t-----+- -----t-- - ---1-----Ht------ 9---- 6&1--- ---+-----1--- - --+ --- - - -f--- · .. - f- - ·-- - ~- ··- .. I · 5 
!3 ms 1 mumm 2 145 . t· -- - - tl · -- .. - -t- -- ----t- -----o-----+------t--- --n-- ---+------t------•-----»----- - • -- ----•-- - --+-----•- - ----+-- -- - -t- - -- - -• - -·- - - -o - ---e • 
94 FURMITURE fTC. 213 413S 74 1346 11 96 • 1U 33 un "· 2tl 47 "' 1 t 3 25 • 0 0 0 0 I I 

-------------------------------·------·-------- .. ·----·--··---·--·-----------------------·--------·-··············~---·---------· ·---------·-------------- - .................................. .................. .. .. .................. ............................................................ . 
SOURCE : EUROSTAT uou moE mm 

· - - - - - - - --- - · - - J __ __ -- - ---------------------- - ----------------------- - ------ - --------------- - ------ - --- - --- - - - -H'SSHS,IHt!VM 
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COISTH4 

PROO.COO£S PRODUCT TOTAl 

QTY. VALUE 
........ .. .............. 

91 TOYS GAMES ETC . 3! 906 
96 !ISC. ·!flO. ART . 109 3193 
91 ARTUORI 0 441 
98 IMOUSTRI!L PLANTS 19613 mm 
99 RESERVED 87153 93618 

VALUE 1 100 fCU 

EIPOIT$ If UC Jt ·. ,. " IIIII (2·UIIT UVHI ' 
11111nu~l•t itt( :. . · · · · · 

' .1 

-tm-r1--

on, u 

mm · · ··---- ma.--tum---m-uttllot-----r.-1u.m-------.-mn-----Ht;-ntun-,-----1mw--------omm----2 - -- -mm ·--- .otrum- · mu 

QTY. VALUE on. . VAlUE OTY. VALUE on. VALUE tTY, VAUE tTY, ' YALUf OTY, VALUE OTY, VAlUE On. VALUE On , VAlUE on. VALUE 

u m o o o o o ' · · 1 • tt m 1 • • • o o o 
tt ··· me· -- ---o- ---C--o-------o-----tt-----t1·--1nt------t----·tu------t----m------•-----u--- ----o-------e------t- ----t- ----- o · -- ·s 
· o --- · H - -- ---o- -- --- t- ---- -o------t------o----1n-----..-----·u------t-----tt------e------t-,----o--·-----r ------t- --- --o----- -•-- - -·o · 

0 0 0 0 0 I IUU Uml . I I II Ul I I I I I I I I 
23505 1me o 1 mu nm ut uu. : 1 1 um 11111 mz uu 1 ur o 1 o o 

0 
· O 

0 
0 0 

22m suo 

TOTAL , mas39 3710952 mm mm !01129 mm mm mm uoam tottm umo mm m"' mm m1 em · um um mu un cmz tsm tmu !Uu 

... .. .. .............................. ... ... ......................................... .. .; ..... :.. .. ;.;.; .. -.. ;,:;,;;. ... - .. --;. •;;;. ..::..· :. ·.o.;..:; .. - .. -.-. ;..-... - ....... ;: .. - ..... "'.-.. - ..... :-:.:-..... :.-..-.. ., ..... .r.n;~:z•.:-J1.~ 314"J1o-.a...-~ .. ,. ..... .:-.. -..'a • .-~,•..-.n.•••.r--..a•r .. -... -..a .. ..-... ,.-... ... .r-~a.-.-.. -.., • .-..-..,.,:a....:.-..-.,. ....... "" "' ...... ii ..... a.a.a.• ......... ., ................................................... .. 

--- EMO Of REPORI ---

SOURCE : EUROSTRT UDU TUDE tum 
UU$Sfl S, IH IIUN 

~ ........... ~ .... _ ...... ,. ,. ............................................................... .. ~- .. :. .. o...; .;. .. ;, ;..;: :. .. ·,.; :.:. :;;: .. - .. -..,.;;; .-.. - .. -::..-;.; : ... - .. ~;;:.r .. o.:a :r :.:-.. -::.; =:.:--... ~~_.-=-.n.'-•ll'r.J"" .. -..~ .. ..-""'-:~; • .-.. -.."lo-;.JII.r..-.•••..-..... -. ...... "'""-..-. .. ..-"'""s.aMz.o-.."a.••z..n.-. ... ..--... ..-~-.... "a.. • "'""'•"a.•.a-o~ .. o ..... • ..... •• ......... ,., ................. ;, ....................................... .. .. .. 

SOURCE : EUlOSTAl UDU TIAOE tuTU 
UUSSUS,I!LIIUI 
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